
Plasmid Activity-Honors 
 
 Insulin is a protein enzyme responsible for moving sugar molecules from the blood 
stream into cells. Type I Diabetics lack enough insulin enzymes on their cell membranes 
resulting in an irregular energy supply to the cells.  The gene for human insulin has been cut 
from the human genome and spliced into the bacteria genome. The bacteria then translate the 
human gene as if it were their own and produce large quantities of human insulin.  This human 
protein can then be isolated and purified for injection by diabetics to manage blood sugar levels 
and maintain a homeostatic level of energy.   

The bacteria containing a human gene would be considered a transgenic organism as it 
has genes transferred to it from another species.  The famed Santa Rosan, Luther Burbank, used 
cross-breeding techniques and luck to achieve his botanical creations but todays methods of 
genetic engineering are precise.  Some bacteria contain restriction enzymes to protect them from 
invading viruses.  When the attacking virus injects its DNA into the host cell the bacteria fight 
back by chopping or restricting the invading bacteria into pieces.  These restriction enzymes are 
known to cut DNA at specific nucleotide sequences and can be employed as DNA scissors.  
These enzymes along with the ligase enzyme that glues, DNA can be cut and pasted to move 
segments like the insulin gen from one species to another to create transgenic DNA; tDNA.  In 
addition to human insulin this has been done to add slow ripening genes to tomatoes, chemical 
resistance to corn and glow in the dark bioluminescence to zebra fish.     
 
Procedure.   
 

1. Complete both the foreign DNA and the bacterial plasmid DNA by writing in the 
complementary strand to make it double stranded DNA. 

 
2. Plasmids are small circular pieces of DNA that is a chromosome for bacteria.  Tape the 

bacteria plasmid DNA into a circle shape. 
 

3. Each restriction enzyme cuts the DNA in a specific location.  This enzyme is specific for 
a repeating GG sequence and will cut in the middle of the two guanines.  (G|G) .   Scan 
the bacterial plasmid DNA and the foreign DNA for any GG sequences and draw a line 
between them on the strand. 

 
4. Using scissors act like a restriction enzyme and cut at the G|G locations. 

 
5. The foreign DNA and the plasmid DNA are placed in the same Petri dish (your desk) and 

the sticky ends overlap.  Using a piece of tape act like ligase and glue the DNA back 
together with the foreign DNA inserted into the plasmid.  This should result in the 
plasmid chromosome returning to a circular form but with the foreign DNA inserted.   

 
6. Finally the plasmid chromosome must be reinserted into the bacteria which will 

reproduce into large colonies.  The human insulin enzyme will be removed and purified 
for injection into diabetic humans. 

 
 



Plasmid Activity 
Follow Up Questions 

1. What is tDNA?  Explain. 
2. What is a plasmid? 
3. What is a restriction enzyme?  What was their original use? 
4. What are sticky ends and how do they help in DNA splicing? 
5. We made an tDNA plasmid.  What are the next steps to making our desired protein?  
6. How can genetic engineering help diabetics?  What other problems might this practice 

help to solve? 
 


